
在結束 Keras 篇章時，特別介紹『派生火炬』︰

PyTorch is a python package that provides two high-level features:

Tensor computation (like numpy) with strong GPU acceleration

Deep Neural Networks built on a tape-based autograd system

You can reuse your favorite python packages such as numpy, scipy and Cython to extend

PyTorch when needed.

At a granular level, PyTorch is a library that consists of the following components:

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

torch a Tensor library like NumPy, with strong GPU support

torch.autograd a tape based automatic differentiation library that supports all
differentiable Tensor operations in torch

torch.nn a neural networks library deeply integrated with autograd designed for
maximum �exibility

torch.optim an optimization package to be used with torch.nn with standard
optimization methods such as SGD, RMSProp, LBFGS, Adam etc.
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PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

torch.multiprocessing python multiprocessing, but with magical memory sharing of torch
Tensors across processes. Useful for data loading and hogwild training.

torch.utils DataLoader, Trainer and other utility functions for convenience

torch.legacy(.nn/.optim) legacy code that has been ported over from torch for backward
compatibility reasons

Usually one uses PyTorch either as:

A replacement for numpy to use the power of GPUs.

a deep learning research platform that provides maximum �exibility and speed

Elaborating further:

A GPU-ready Tensor library

If you use numpy, then you have used Tensors (a.k.a ndarray).

PyTorch provides Tensors that can live either on the CPU or the GPU, and accelerate compute

by a huge amount.

We provide a wide variety of tensor routines to accelerate and �t your scienti�c computation

needs such as slicing, indexing, math operations, linear algebra, reductions. And they are fast!

Dynamic Neural Networks: Tape based Autograd

PyTorch has a unique way of building neural networks: using and replaying a tape recorder.



Most frameworks such as TensorFlow, Theano, Caffe and CNTK have a static view of the

world. One has to build a neural network, and reuse the same structure again and again.

Changing the way the network behaves means that one has to start from scratch.

With PyTorch, we use a technique called Reverse-mode auto-differentiation, which allows you

to change the way your network behaves arbitrarily with zero lag or overhead. Our inspiration

comes from several research papers on this topic, as well as current and past work such as

autograd, autograd, Chainer, etc.

While this technique is not unique to PyTorch, it’s one of the fastest implementations of it to

date. You get the best of speed and �exibility for your crazy research.

Python �rst

PyTorch is not a Python binding into a monolothic C++ framework. It is built to be deeply

integrated into Python. You can use it naturally like you would use numpy / scipy / scikit-learn

etc. You can write your new neural network layers in Python itself, using your favorite libraries

and use packages such as Cython and Numba. Our goal is to not reinvent the wheel where

appropriate.



‧安裝

pip3 install http://download.pytorch.org/whl/cpu/torch-0.3.1-cp35-cp35m-linux_x86_64.whl

pip3 install torchvision

‧學習

chenyuntc/pytorch-book

PyTorch tutorials and fun projects including neural talk, neural style, poem writing, anime

generation

这是书籍《深度学习框架PyTorch：入门与实践》的对应代码，但是也可以作为一个独立的

PyTorch入门指南和教程。



‧應用

chineseocr/chinese-ocr

运用tensor�ow实现自然场景文字检测,keras/pytorch实现crnn+ctc实现不定长中文OCR识别

识别结果展示

文字检测及OCR识别结果



倾斜文字



照亮人⼯智慧之前景及道路也◎


